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With the release of the latest Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) machine, the HiSeq X by
Illumina, the cost of sequencing the whole genome of a human is expected to drop to a mere

$1000. This milestone in sequencing history marks the era of a®ordable sequencing of indivi-

duals and opens the doors to personalized medicine. In accord, unprecedented volumes of
genomic data will require storage for processing. There will be dire need not only of compressing

aligned data, but also of generating compressed ¯les that can be fed directly to downstream

applications to facilitate the analysis of and inference on the data. Several approaches to this

challenge have been proposed in the literature; however, focus thus far has been on the low
coverage regime and most of the suggested compressors are not based on e®ective modeling of

the data.

We demonstrate the bene¯t of data modeling for compressing aligned reads. Speci¯cally, we

show that, by working with data models designed for the aligned data, we can improve con-
siderably over the best compression ratio achieved by previously proposed algorithms. Our

results indicate that the pareto-optimal barrier for compression rate and speed claimed by

Bon¯eld and Mahoney (2013) [Bon¯eld JK and Mahoneys MV, Compression of FASTQ and
SAM format sequencing data, PLOS ONE, 8(3):e59190, 2013.] does not apply for high coverage

aligned data. Furthermore, our improved compression ratio is achieved by splitting the data in a

manner conducive to operations in the compressed domain by downstream applications.

Keywords: SAM ¯le; compression; context modeling.

1. Introduction

Sequencing cost has drastically decreased in recent years.1 While in 2004 the cost of

sequencing a full human genome was around $20 million, in 2008 it dropped to a

million, and in 2012 to a mere $6000 (www.genome.gov/sequencingcosts). In

2014, the $1000 human genome milestone was reached thanks to Illumina's latest
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Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) machine, the HiSeq X. The rate of this price

drop is surpassing Moore's law, which suggests that e±cient compression of this

sequencing data will become increasing key for sustaining this growth.

NGS data can be classi¯ed into two main categories: (i) Raw NGS data ��� which

is usually stored as a FASTQ ¯le and contains the raw output of the sequencing

machine and (ii) aligned raw NGS data ��� which besides the raw data it additionally

contains its alignment to a reference. The latter is usually stored as a SAM/BAM

¯le.2

We focus here on the aligned (reference-based) scenario, since this data is both the

largest (up to terabytes) and the one generally used in downstream applications.

Moreover, we believe that the size of these ¯les conveys the major bottleneck for the

transmission and handling of NGS data among researchers and institutions and,

therefore, good compression algorithms are of primal need.

Although there exist general-purpose compression schemes like gzip, bzip2, and

7zip (www.gzip.org, www.bzip.org and www.7zip.org, respectively) that can be di-

rectly applied to SAM ¯les, they do not exploit the particularities of this data,

yielding relatively low compression gains.3–5 For this reason, several algorithms for

compression of SAM ¯les have been previously proposed.

The ¯rst compression algorithm proposed for these ¯les was BAM.2 BAM was

released at the same time as its uncompressed counterpart SAM. However, more

than a specialized compression algorithm, it is a binarization of the SAM ¯le that

uses general-purpose compression schemes as its compression engine.

Concerned by the exponentially increasing size of the BAM ¯les, Fritz et al.6

proposed CRAM, a new compression scheme for aligned data. CRAM is presented

as a toolkit, in the sense that it combines a reference-based compression of sequence

data with a data format that is directly available for computational use in down-

stream applications.

In 2013,Goby was presented as an alternative to CRAM.7 Goby is also presented

as a toolkit that performs reference-based compression with a data format that

allows downstream applications to work over the goby ¯les. The authors also provide

software to perform some common NGS tasks as di®erential expression analysis or

DNA methylation analysis over the goby-compressed ¯les.

Alternatively, more compression-oriented proposals have been published recently.

These works do not focus on creating a compression scheme that aids downstream

applications to work over the compressed data, but on maximizing the compression

ratio.

In 2012, Quip, a lightweight dependency-free compressor of high-throughput

sequencing data was proposed by Jones et al.8 The main strength of Quip is that it

accepts both non-aligned and aligned data, in contrast to both CRAM and GOBY.a

In the case of non-aligned data, if a reference is available, it performs its own

aIt is in fact the only algorithm appearing in all the categories when comparing compression algorithms by

data type in the review paper of Bon¯eld and Mahoney.5
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lightweight and fast assembly and then compresses the result. Since here we focus on

aligned data, in the rest of the paper, we consider Quip exclusively on its SAM ¯le

compressor mode.

Finally, Bon¯eld and Mohoney5 proposed SamComp, which is, to our knowl-

edge, the best compression algorithm for aligned data. Two versions of the algorithm

were proposed, namely, SamComp1 and SamComp2. Throughout the paper, we

consider SamComp1, as it provides better compression results and it is the one

recommended by the authors.5 SamComp is more restrictive than Quip in the sense

that it only accepts SAM and/or BAM ¯les as input ¯les. However, the same authors

also proposed other methods that accept FASTQ ¯les and a reference (optional) as

input. If a reference is available they perform their own fast alignment before com-

pression.5 Note that the compression methods proposed in Ref. 5 do not compress the

SAM ¯le itself, but only the necessary information to be able to recover the corre-

sponding FASTQ ¯le.

The compression of NGS aligned raw data can be divided in several sub-problems

of di®erent nature; namely, the compression of the reads, the compression of the

header and/or the identi¯ers, the compression of the quality scores, and the com-

pression of the ¯elds related to the alignment. Although all these sub-problems are

addressed by the above algorithms,b in this paper, we focus exclusively on com-

pressing the necessary information to reconstruct the reads. The reason being that

they carry most ��� if not all ��� of the information used by downstream applications

and thus their compression is of primal importance. Moreover, the compression of

quality values can be drastically decreased by the use of lossy compression methods

without compromising the performance of the downstream applications (see Refs. 9

and 10), while the identi¯ers and the headers are generally ignored.

In the context of compressing aligned reads, all the aforementioned algorithms,

except SamComp, perform similarly in terms of compression ratio. Moreover, each of

them outperforms the others in at least one data set (see the results tables of

Refs. 5–8). On the other hand, SamComp clearly outperforms the rest of the algo-

rithms, as shown in Bon¯eld and Mahoney.5 It is important to mention that the

comparison is not strictly fair as SamComp is a specialized SAM compressor whereas

the other algorithms are oriented to provide a stable toolkit, which sometimes

includes random access capabilities. However, SamComp shows that judicious design

of models for the data yields a signi¯cant improvement in compression ratio and thus

similar compression techniques should be applied in toolkit oriented programs such

as Goby or CRAM.

Following the approach of SamComp, the main contribution of this paper is not

to provide a complete compression scheme for aligned data, as done in CRAM or

Goby, but to demonstrate the importance of data modeling when compressing

aligned reads. That is, the purpose of the paper is to give insight into the potential

gains that can be achieved by an improved data model. We believe that the

bTo the exception of Bon¯eld and Mahoney5 where they do not reconstruct a SAM ¯le but a FASTQ ¯le.
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techniques described in this paper can be applied in the future to more complete

compression toolkits. We show that, by constructing e®ective models adapted to the

particularities of the genomic data, signi¯cant improvements in compression ratio

are possible. We will show that these improvements become considerable in high

coverage data sets.

Next, we introduce the lossless data compression problem, and examine the ap-

proach (and assumptions) made by the previously proposed algorithms when

modeling the data.

1.1. The lossless data compression problem

Information theory states that given a sequence s ¼ ½s1; s2; . . . ; sn� drawn from a

probability distribution PSðsÞ, the minimum number of bits required on average to

represent the sequences s is essentially (ignoring a negligible additive constant term)

given by HðSÞ ¼ E½� logðPSðSÞÞ� bits,c where Hð�Þ is the shannon entropy, which

only depends on the probability distribution PS.

Thus, the lossless compression problem comprises two sub-problems: (i) data

modeling, that is, selection of the probability distribution (or model) PS of the se-

quence, and (ii) code word assignment, that is, given a PS that models the data, ¯nd

e®ective means of compressing close to the \ideal"� logðPSðsÞÞ number of bits for any

given sequence s, such that the expected length of the compressed sequences can

achieve the entropy (that is, the optimum compression). Arithmetic coding provides

an e®ective mean to sequentially assign a codeword of length close to � logðPSðsÞÞ
to s. There are other codes that achieve the \ideal code length" for particular models,

such as Golomb codes for geometric distributions and Hu®man codes for D-adic

distributions.

The lossless compression problem can therefore equivalently be thought of as one

of ¯nding good models for the data to be compressed. The model for a sequence s can

be decomposed as the product of the models for each individual symbol st, where at

each instant t, the model for st is computed using the sequence of previous symbols

½st�1; . . . ; s1� as context. This characteristic makes it possible to generate the models

sequentially, which is particularly relevant for the aligned data compression problem,

as the ¯les can be of remarkable size, and more than one pass over the data could be

prohibitive. Note that the memory needed to store all the di®erent contexts grows

exponentially with the context length and becomes prohibitively large very quickly.

To solve this issue, the simple approach is to constrain the context lengths to at most

m symbols, while more advanced techniques rely on variable context lengths.11

In general, a context within a sequence may refer to entities more general than

substrings preceding a given symbol. In this paper, we show how the symbols

appearing in the aligned ¯le can be estimated using previously compressed symbols.

This modeling of the data ultimately leads to considerable improvements over the

state-of-the-art algorithms proposed so far in the literature.

cAll the logarithms used in this paper are base-2.
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1.2. Data modeling in aligned data compressors

Following a similar classi¯cation as in Campagne et al.,7 we show di®erent

approaches for data modeling in the context of aligned data, and then introduce the

ones employed by the above mentioned algorithms. Throughout the paper, we as-

sume the SAM ¯les are ordered by position, as this is also the assumption made by

Goby, CRAM, and SamComp; moreover, as shown in Bon¯eld and Mahoney,5 better

compression ratios can be achieved.

The most general approach on data modeling is performed by general compression

algorithms, which perform a serialization of the whole ¯le and compute a byte-based

model over the serialized ¯le. However, since the SAM ¯le is divided in di®erent

¯elds, the ¯rst intuitive approach is to treat each of the ¯elds separately, as each of

them is expected to be ruled by a di®erent model. A further improvement can be

done by considering cross-¯eld correlation. In this case, the value of some ¯elds can

be modeled (or estimated) using the value of other ¯elds, thus achieving better

compression ratios. Finally, as shown in Ref. 7, other modeling techniques could be

used, as for example, generating a template for a ¯eld and then compressing the

di®erence between the actual value and the template.

In this context, CRAM encodes each ¯eld separately and extensively uses Golomb

coding. By using these codes CRAM implicitly models the data as independent and

identically distributed by aGeometric distribution. Themain reason for usingGolomb

codes is their simplicity and speed. However, we believe that the computational

overhead carried by the use of arithmetic codes is negligible, whereas the compression

penalty paid by assuming geometrically distributed ¯elds may be more signi¯cant.

Goby o®ers several compression modes. In the fastest one, general compression

methods are used over the serialized data, yielding the worst compression ratios. In the

slower modes a compression technique denoted by the authors as Arithmetic Coding

andTemplate (ACT) is used. In this case, all the ¯elds are converted to a list of integers

and each list is encoded independently using arithmetic codes. To our knowledge, no

context is used when compressing these lists. Moreover, we believe that the conversion

to integer list, although itmakes the algorithmmore scalable and schema-independent,

it damages the compression as it does not exploit possible models or correlations

between neighboring integers. In the slowest mode, some inter-list modeling is per-

formed over the integer lists to aid compression. The improvement uponCRAM is that

no assumptions are made about the distribution of the ¯elds. Instead, the code learns

the distribution of the integers within each list as it compresses.

As a more data speci¯c compressor, Quip uses a di®erent arithmetic coding over

each ¯eld. However, they do not use any context when compressing the data (thus,

implicitly assuming independent and identically distributed data) and they treat

each ¯eld independently.

SamComp, on the other hand, performs an extensive use of contexts; thus, they do

not assume the independence of the data. The results of Ref. 5 show that the use of

contexts aids compression signi¯cantly.
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The aforementioned proposals ��� with the exception of SamComp ��� lack ac-

curate data models for the reads and make extensive use of generic compression

methods (e.g. byte-oriented compressors), relying on models that do not assume or

exploit the possible dependencies across di®erent ¯elds.

In the present paper, we show the importance of data modeling when compressing

aligned reads. We show that, by generating data models that are particularly

designed for the aligned data, we can improve the compression ratios achieved by the

previous algorithms. Moreover, we show that the pareto-optimal barrier for com-

pression rate and speed claimed in Ref. 5 does not hold in general. This fact becomes

more notable when compressing aligned reads from high coverage data sets.

Finally, as the proposed scheme is envisaged as being part of a more general

toolkit, it is important to aim for a compression scheme that aids the future utili-

zation of the compressed data in downstream applications, as proposed in Refs. 6

and 7. Thus, relevant information, such as the number of Single Nucleotide Poly-

morphisms (SNPs) and their position within the read, should be easily accessible

from the compressed data. Quip and SamComp seem to lack this important feature

as they perform, as part of the read compression, a base-pair by base-pair model, and

compression. The main drawback of this approach is that in order to ¯nd variations

of a speci¯c read and the positions of the reference where the variations occur, one

must ¯rst reconstruct the entire read to then extract the information. This can be

computationally intensive for the downstream applications. In this paper, we show

that the data can be compressed in a way that could enable downstream applications

to rapidly extract relevant information from the compressed ¯les, not only without

compromising the compression ratio, but actually improving it.

2. Proposed Compression Scheme

As one of the aims of the proposed compression scheme is to facilitate downstream

applications to work over the compressed data, we decompose the aligned infor-

mation regarding each read into di®erent lists, and then compress each of these

lists using speci¯c models. All operations ��� splitting the read into the di®erent

lists, computing the corresponding models and compressing the values in the

lists ��� are done read by read, thus performing only one pass over the data and

generating the compressed ¯le as we read the data. Next we show the di®erent lists

in which the read information is split and introduce the models used to compress

each of them.

For each read in the SAM ¯le, we generate the following lists:

. List F : We store a single bit that indicates the strand of the read.

. List P: We store an integer that indicates the position where the read maps are in

the reference.

. ListM: We store a single bit that indicates whether the read maps perfectly to the

reference or not. We extract this information from both the CIGAR ¯eld and the
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MD auxiliary ¯eld.d If the latter is not available, the corresponding mismatch

information can be directly extracted by loading the reference and comparing the

read to it.

. List S: In case of a non-perfect match, if no indels (insertions and/or deletions)

occur, we store the number of SNPs. We store a 0 otherwise.

. List I : If at least one indel occurs we store the number of insertions, deletions, and

substitutions (in the following we denote them as variations) occurring within the

read.

. List V: For each of the variations (note that each readmay havemultiple variations),

we store an integer that indicates the position where they occur within the read.

. List C: Finally, for each insertion and substitution, we store the corresponding new

base pair, together with the one of the reference in case of a substitution.

The information contained in the above lists su±ces to reconstruct the reads,

assuming the reference is available for decompression.

Note that the amount of information we store per read depends on the quality of

the mapping. For example,

- If a read maps perfectly to the reference we store just a 1 in M.

- If it only has SNPs, we store a 0 inM, the number of SNPs in S and their positions

and base pairs in V and C, respectively.
- If it does have insertions and/or deletions, we store a 0 in M, a 0 in S, the number

of insertions, deletions, and SNPs in I , and their respective positions and base

pairs in V and C, respectively.
It can be veri¯ed that this transformation of the data is information lossless and thus

no compression capabilities are lost.

Next we describe the model used for each of these lists that will be fed to the

arithmetic encoder. Recall that every list is compressed in a sequential manner, that

is, at every step we compress the next symbol using the model computed from the

previous symbols. The computation of the model for a symbol that has not appeared

yet is the well known zero frequency problem. We use di®erent solutions to this

problem for each of the lists.

(1) Modeling of F :

We use a binary model with no context, as empirical calculations suggest that the

directions of the strands are almost independent and identically distributed.

(2) Modeling of P:
The main challenge in compression of this list is that the alphabet of the data is

unknown, very large and almost uniformly distributed. To address this challenge,

since the positions are ordered, we ¯rst transform the original positions into gaps

dThe CIGAR is a string that contains information regarding the mismatches between the read and the
region of the reference where it maps to. The MD ¯eld is a string used to indicate the di®erent SNPs that

occur in the read.
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between consecutive positions (delta encoding). This transformation considerably

reduces the size of the alphabet and reshapes the distribution, strongly biasing

it toward low numbers. This technique is also used in the previously proposed

algorithms.

Regarding the unknown alphabet problem, the only information that is available

beforehand is that the size of the alphabet is upper bounded by the length of the

largest chromosome, which for example for humans is 3 � 10.6 Therefore, a uniform

initialization of the model to avoid the zero probability problem is prohibitive. Several

solutions have been proposed to address this problem, as the use of Golomb Codes ���
which models the data with a Geometric distribution ��� or the use of byte-oriented

arithmetic encoders which uses an independent model for each of the 4 bytes that

forms the integer. However, since the distribution is not truly geometrical and a byte-

oriented arithmetic encoder has a relevant overhead, we propose a di®erent approach.

We use a modi¯ed order-0 Prediction by Partial Match (PPM)11 scheme to model

the data. At the beginning, the alphabet of the model is uniquely composed by an

escape symbol e. When a new symbol appears, the encoder looks into the model and if

it cannot ¯nd the symbol, it emits an escape symbol. Then the new symbol is stored

in a separate list, and the model is updated to contain the new symbol. In this way,

the encoder works nicely in both low coverage data sets, where lots of new symbols

are expected; and in high coverage data sets, where the alphabet is reduced dra-

matically.

We also use this list to indicate changes of chromosomes and end of ¯les.

(3) Modeling of M:

To create the model we use the mapping position of the previous read (stored in

P) and its match value (stored inM) as context. The rationale behind this approach

is that we expect each region of the reference to be covered by several reads (specially

for high coverage data), and thus if the previous read mapped perfectly, it is likely

that the next read will also map perfectly if they start at close-by positions. The same

intuition holds for the case of reads that do not map perfectly. Finally, the matches

are compressed using an arithmetic encoder over a binary alphabet.

(4) Compression of S:
To model this list, we use the previously processed number of SNPs seen per read

to continuously update the model. However, due to the non-stationarity of the data,

we update the statistics often enough such that the local behavior of the data is

re°ected in the model.

(5) Modeling of I :
The modeling and compression of this list is done analogously to the previous list.

(6) Modeling of V:
The positions of the variations is the less compressible list together with the

mapping position list (P), mainly due to the large number of elements it contains. In

order to model it we use several contexts. First, we generate a global vector that

indicates, for each position of the genome, if a variation has previously occurred.
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Since we know in which region of the reference the read maps, we can use the

information stored in the aforementioned vector to know which variations have

previously occurred in that region, and use it as context to estimate the position of

the next variation. We also use the position of the previous variation within the read

(in case of no previous variations a 0 is used), and the direction of the strand of the

read (stored in F ), as contexts. Finally, note that if the read is of length L and the

previous variation has occurred at position L� 10, the current variation must occur

between L� 9 and L. Therefore, the model updates its probabilities accordingly to

assign a nonzero value only to these numbers.

The purpose of this model is to use the information of the previous variations to

estimate where the current variations are going to occur. This works especially well

for high coverage data, as one can expect several reads mapping to the same region of

the reference, and thus having similar ��� if not the same ��� variations.

(7) Compression of C:
Finally, for the compression of the base-pairs, we distinguish between insertions

and SNPs. Moreover, within the SNPs, we use a di®erent model depending on the

base-pair of the reference that is to be modi¯ed. That is, given a SNP, we use the

model associated with the base-pair in the reference. This choice of the model comes

from the observation that the probability of having a SNP between non-conjugated

base-pairs is higher than between conjugated base-pairs.

The models described above for the di®erent lists use previously seen information

(not restricted to the same list) to estimate the next values. These models rely on the

assumption that the reads contain redundant information, a fact particularly ap-

parent in high coverage data sets. We show in the simulation results that the com-

pression ratio improvements with respect to the previously proposed algorithms

increase with the coverage of the data, as one may have expected. This is an ad-

vantage of the proposed algorithm in light of the continued drop in the sequencing

cost and the increased throughput of the NGS technologies which will boost the

generation of high coverage data sets.

2.1. Data

In order to assess the performance of the proposed algorithm and compare it with the

previously proposed ones, we consider the raw sequencing data shown in Table 1. To

generate the aligned data (SAM ¯les), we used the alignment program Bowtie2.e ;12

Detailed information regarding the parameters and the references used for Bowtie2

can be found in the Supplementary Data. For each of the data sets we specify the

reference used to perform the alignment (which belongs to the same species as the

data set under consideration), the number of reads that mapped to the reference after

the alignment, the read length, the coverage, and the size of the SAM ¯le. Recall that

the SAM ¯les contain only the reads that mapped to the reference. The references

eNote that any other alignment program could have been used for this purpose. We chose Bowtie2 because

it was the one employed by Ref. 5 to perform the alignments.
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hg19, mm GRCm38, and ce ws235 belong to the H. Sapiens, the M. Musculus, and

the C. Elegans species, respectively.

As shown in the table, we have divided the data sets into two ensembles, the low

coverage data ensemble and the high coverage data ensemble.

The low coverage data ensemble is formed by human (H. Sapiens) and mouse

(M. Musculus) sequencing data of coverage less than 1�. We chose these human

data sets because they were used in the previously proposed algorithms to assess

their performances. Although these data sets are easy to handle and fast to compress

due to their small size (of the order of a few GB), we believe that they do not

represent the majority of the sequencing data used by researchers and institutions.

Furthermore, in order to analyze the performance of the di®erent compression

algorithms, it is important to consider data sets of di®erent characteristics. With

this in mind, in this paper, we also consider data sets of coverage up to 32�, which

are presented next.

The high coverage data ensemble is composed by the sequencing data of two H.

Sapiens and two C. Elegans (ERR and SRR, respectively). The data sets of the C.

Elegans were also used in previous publications. However, note that the total size of

these ¯les is still in the order of few GB, as the size of the C. Elegans genome is

signi¯cantly smaller than that of the H. Sapiens.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the ¯rst time that H. Sapiens sequencing

data of coverage higher than 10� is used to assess the performance of SAM ¯le

compression algorithms. These ¯les are of considerably larger sizes than the low

coverage ones. For example, the size of the ERR262997 2 SAM ¯le is 122GB,

whereas the one of the low coverage SRR027520 1 is 5:1GB.

All the data sets have been retrieved from the European Nucleotide Archive

(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/).

2.2. Machine speci¯cations

The machine used to perform the experiments has the following speci¯cations: 39GB

RAM, Intel Core i7-930 CPU at 2:80GHz� 8 and Ubuntu 12.04 LTS.

3. Results

Next we show the performance of the proposed compression method when applied to

the data sets shown in Table 1, and compare it with the previously proposed algo-

rithms. As mentioned above, we divide the results into two categories, namely, the

low coverage data sets and the high coverage ones. In the following, we express the

gain in compression ratio of an algorithm A with respect to another algorithm B as

gain ¼ 1� sizeðAÞ=sizeðBÞ. For example, a reduction from 100MB to 80MB

represents a 20% gain (improvement). Note that with this metric a 0% means the ¯le

size remains the same, a 100% improvement is not possible, as this will mean the new

¯le is of size 0, and a negative value means that the new ¯le is of bigger size.
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3.1. Low coverage data sets

We start by considering the low coverage data sets introduced in Table 1 to assess

the performance of the proposed method. Figure 1 shows the compression ratio, in

bits per base pair, of the di®erent algorithms proposed in the literature. For

005729_1 013951_2 043366_2 027520_1 027520_2 032209 062634_1
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

SRR Data Set

bi
ts

/b
p

Proposed Method
SamComp
CRAM
Goby
Quip
Fastqz

Fig. 1. Performance of the proposed method and the previously proposed algorithms when compressing

aligned reads of low coverage data sets.

Table 1. Data sets used for the assessment of the proposed algorithm.

Name Reference Mapped readsa Read length Coverage Size [GB]

Low coverage data sets

SRR062634 1 hg19 23.3 M 100 0.26� 6.9

SRR027520 1 hg19 20.4 M 76 0.17� 5.1
SRR027520 2 hg19 20.4 M 76 0.17� 5.1

SRR032209 mm GRCm38 13.5 M 36 0.17� 2.7

SRR043366 2 hg19 13.5 M 76 0.11� 3.4

SRR013951 2 hg19 9.5 M 76 0.08� 2.4
SRR005729 1 hg19 9.4 M 76 0.08� 2.5

High coverage data sets

SRR065390 1 ce ws235 31.6 M 100 32� 9.5

SRR065390 2 ce ws235 31.2 M 100 32� 9.4

ERR262997 2 hg19 410.5 M 101 14� 122
ERR262996 1 hg19 272.8 M 101 10� 81

Note: The alignment program used to generate the SAM ¯les is Bowtie2.12 The data sets are

divided in two ensembles, low coverage data sets, and high coverage data sets. The size

corresponds to the SAM ¯le.
aM stands for millions.
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completeness, we also show the performance of Fastqz when it uses a reference.5

However, note that the comparison is not strictly fair, as Fastqz performs its own fast

alignment before compression, instead of using the alignment information provided

in the SAM ¯le. The data sets shown in the ¯gure are ordered ��� from left to

right ��� starting from the data set with the lowest coverage (SRR005729 1 with a

coverage of 0:08�) and ¯nishing with the largest (SRR0062634 1 with a coverage of

0:26�).

Note that the results shown in the ¯gure refer to the compression of the reads. For

Fastqz, Quip, and SamComp this value can be computed exactly, whereas for Goby

and CRAM only an approximate value can be computed. We refer the reader to the

Supplementary Data for further information, together with a description on the

version and usage of each of the algorithms.

The results show that the compression ratio of Goby and Quip is similar, each

of them outperforming the other in at least one data set, but worse than that of

CRAM. SamComp, on the other hand, outperfoms the other algorithms in all the

cases. Moreover, as shown in the ¯gure, the proposed method outperforms all the

previously proposed algorithms in all the data sets. The gain with respect to

SamComp varies from 0:3% (SRR013951 2), to 8:6% (SRR013951 2). These gains

become higher when the performance is compared with that of the other algo-

rithms. We refer the reader to the Supplementary Data for exact numbers on the

¯nal size of the compressed ¯les achieved by each of the algorithms. It is important

to remark that these results show the compression ratio (shown in the ¯gure as

bits/bp) of the aligned reads, and it does not include the quality values and/or the

identi¯ers.

Finally, we observe a somewhat expected relation between the compression ratio

and the coverage of each data set (see Table 1): The higher the coverage, the more

compressible the reads.

Regarding the running time, SamComp o®ers the best compression times, ranging

from 45 to 160 s, followed by the proposed method, which takes between 124 and

163 s. Goby, CRAM, and Quip need more time for compression. However, note that

they are compressing the whole SAM ¯le. The slowest is Fastqz, mainly because it is

performing its own alignment. Regarding the decompression time, all the algorithms

except Fastqz employ similar times, ranging from 70 to 400 s. Exact values for the

running times can be found in the Supplementary Data.

Note that since all the algorithms are sequential (that is, they compress and

decompress read by read), the memory consumption of all of them is independent of

the number of reads to compress and/or decompress. For example, for the largest

human dataset of the low coverage ensemble, SRR062634 1, the algorithm with

lowest memory consumption on the compression is the proposed method with

0.3GB, followed by SamComp with 0.5GB. Fastqz and Quip use around

1.3GB, Goby 3.2GB, and CRAM 4GB. On the other hand, for decompression,

SamComp is the one with the lowest memory consumption (300MB), followed by
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the proposed method with 500MB. Fastqz uses 700MB, Quip 1.5GB, and Goby

4GB.f Note that this comparison is not fully fair as the other algorithms compress

and decompress the whole SAM ¯le, while the proposed algorithm focuses in the

reads.

3.2. High coverage data sets

For this ensemble, we set Fastqz, Quip, Goby, and CRAM aside, as they are out-

performed by SamComp and the proposed method in terms of compression ratio, and

focus exclusively on the latter two.

The performance of SamComp and the proposed method for the high coverage

data sets introduced in Table 1 is summarized in Table 2. Similarly as for the low

coverage data sets, the proposed method outperforms SamComp in all the cases.

Moreover, we observe that the gain in compression ratio with respect to SamComp

increases as the coverage of the data sets increase. For example, for the 10� coverage

data (ERR262996 1) we obtain a compression gain of 10%, whereas for the 32�
coverage data set (SRR065390 2), this gain is boosted up to 17%. Note that this gain

translates into savings in the MB needed to store the ¯les.

Regarding the running time, we observe that both algorithms employ similar time

for compression, which is around 2min for the C. Elegans data sets, and between 20

and 30min for the H. Sapiens data sets. The decompression times are similar to the

compression times. We refer the reader to the Supplementary Data for the exact

values.

4. Discussion

Inspection of the empirical results of the previous section shows the superior per-

formance of the proposed scheme across a wide range of data sets, from very low

coverage to high coverage. Next we discuss these results in more detail.

Table 2. Compression results for the high coverage ensemble.

Raw sizea SamComp Proposed method Gain

Data set Coverage [MB] Size [MB] bits/bp C.T. [sec] Size [MB] bits/bp C.T. [sec] (%)

ERR262996 1 10� 27,500 608.6 0.18 1210 548.7 0.16 1092 10

ERR262997 2 14� 41,460 935 0.18 1781 827.3 0.16 1585 11.5

SRR065390 1 32� 3160 47.7 0.12 148 40.5 0.10 104 15
SRR065390 2 32� 3110 55.2 0.14 140 45.9 0.12 108 17

Note: The results in bold show the compression gain obtained by the proposed method with respect to

SamComp.

We use the International System of Units for the pre¯xes, that is, 1MB stands for 106 Bytes.

C.T. stands for compression time.
aRaw size refers solely to the size of the mapped reads (1 Byte per base pair).

fWe do not specify the memory consumption of CRAM during the decompression because we were unable

to run it.
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4.1. Low coverage data sets

As shown in Fig. 1, SamComp and the proposed method clearly outperform the

previously proposed algorithms in all cases. However, we should emphasize that

while the aim of SamComp and the proposed method is to achieve the maximum

possible compression, the aim of CRAM, Goby, and Quip is to provide a more

general and robust platform (or toolkit) for compression. Moreover, as mentioned

before, the compression scheme of Goby and CRAM facilitates the manipulation of

the compressed data by the downstream applications.

In this context, we believe that the compression method performed by SamComp

and Quip does not allow downstream applications to rapidly extract important in-

formation, as they perform a base-by-base compression. Thus, in order to ¯nd varia-

tions in the data, one must ¯rst reconstruct the whole read to then ¯nd the variations.

On the other hand, we proposed a compressionmethod that can considerably facilitate

the downstream applications when working in the compressed domain.

Regarding the compression ratio, Ref. 5 mentioned that they believed that a

pareto-optimal region was achieved in terms of compression ratio after the SeqS-

queeze (http://www.sequencesqueeze.org) competition of 2012, in which SamComp

was the winner in the SAM ¯le compression category. As shown in Fig. 1, although

our algorithm performs strictly better than SamComp in all the data sets of this

ensemble, the gain is very small. This fact could validate the pareto-optimal state-

ment made in Ref. 5. However, as we discuss in the next section, for high coverage

data sets the pareto-optimal curve is not achieved, as signi¯cant improvements in

compression ratio are possible. We believe the reason is that, in low coverage data

sets, little information can be inferred from previously seen reads when modeling the

subsequent reads, as the overlap between reads is in general small or not existent.

This, however, is far from the case in high coverage data sets.

4.2. High coverage data sets

As outlined before, the proposed method demonstrates that signi¯cant improve-

ments in compression ratio are possible in high coverage data sets. Speci¯cally, we

showed in Table 2 performance gains varying from 10% to 17% with respect to

SamComp, which achieves the best compression ratio among the previously proposed

algorithms.

These improvements in compression ratio are signi¯cant as, in the high coverage

scenario, small gains in compression ratio can translate to huge savings in storage

space. For example, a 10% improvement (e.g. from 0.18 bits/bp to 0.16 bits/bp) over

human data with very large coverage (around 200�) corresponds to a saving of

approximately 12GB per ¯le, with a corresponding reduction in the time required to

transfer the data. Thus, in the compression of several large data sets of high coverage,

such improvements would lead to several PetaBytes of storage savings.

Furthermore, as mentioned before, the proposed scheme generates compressed

¯les from which important information can be easily extracted, potentially allowing
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downstream applications to work over the compressed data. This is an important

feature, as with the increase in the size of the sequencing data, the burden of com-

pressing and decompressing the ¯les in order to manipulate and/or analyze speci¯c

parts in them becomes increasingly acute.

5. Conclusion

We are currently in the $1000 genome era and, as such, a signi¯cant increase in the

sequencing data being generated is expected in the near future. These ¯les are also

expected to grow in size as the di®erent NGS technologies improve. Therefore, there

is a growing need for honing the capabilities of compressors for the aligned data.

Further, compression that facilitates downstream applications working in the com-

pressed domain is becoming of primal importance.

With this in mind, we developed a new compression method for aligned reads that

outperforms, in compression ratio, the previously proposed algorithms. Speci¯cally,

we show that applying e®ective models to the aligned data can boost the compres-

sion, especially when high coverage data sets are considered. These gains in com-

pression ratio would translate to huge savings in storage, thus also facilitating the

transmission of genomic data across researchers and institutions. Furthermore, we

compress the data in a manner that allows downstream applications to work on the

compressed domain, as relevant information can easily be extracted from speci¯c

locations along the compressed ¯les.

Finally, we envisage the methods shown in this paper to be useful in the con-

struction of future compression programs that consider the compression not only of

the aligned reads, but also the quality values and the identi¯ers.
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